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These three volumes, in practical urtext-pedagogical editions, are designed with the idea that these

precious works will be performed on the modern piano. With respect to the original text, Dr. Hinson

offers many valuable, stylistically faithful suggestions for interpretation. The comb binding creates a

lay-flat book that is perfect for study and performance. Volume I is appropriate for progressing

intermediate students, and provides a most effective introduction to the great Viennese Classical

style.
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Austrian composer Joseph Haydn (1732Ã¢â‚¬â€œ1809), one of the most prolific and prominent

musicians of the Classical era,Ã‚Â wrote in every genre. Friend to Mozart and teacher of

Beethoven, heÃ‚Â standardized the four-movement structure of the quartet,Ã‚Â the form for which

he is best known. --This text refers to the Paperback edition.

Wonderful introductory notes, spiral ensures the book lies flat.

This first volume of Haydn's complete piano sonatas far exceeded my expectations. I am always

looking for music that will excite and inspire me to continue my practice. This book of piano sonatas

does just that. Anyone wanting to learn some Haydn sonatas cannot go wrong with this series of



books. Thanks!

Superb.

If you are looking for music books that are complete, have few fingering suggestions, are easy to

read, and are durable then you can't go wrong with Dover editions. With my teenage son I look for

durable. The Dover editions he has have held up. His teacher is a fingering fanatic, so these

editions allow them to "hash out" the fingerings together.

I have played the piano for years. This volume contains easy to moderate skill level. It is fun to play

and is beautiful music. You'll enjoy hours of relaxing pleasure.

I purchased this edition on recommendation from my music-composition tutor. It is a pleasure to

utilize since the pages are crisp, clean and readable type. Also the binding is excellent in

withstanding constant use at the piano.

Haydn sonatas LOOK easy, but to play them well and play them musically takes plenty of work. It's

worth the effort.Though not as musically complex as Mozart, the Haydn Sonatas require good clean

technique and attendance to dynamics and tempo. This edition has no fingering; good if you

disagree with anyone else's rendering but bad if you need a starting point to either follow or reject.If

you aren't sure if these are worth your time, go listen to Andre Watts or Andreas Schiff play a few of

these and I am sure you will be back. While not profound like Beethoven or soaringly beautiful like

Mozart, these gems shimmer like little diamonds and are a good way to improve your pianistic skills.

And they are always easy on the ear.

It was not the same edition like the paperbound. I was so unhappy it it because should be like the

paperbound. Do not buy this edition in kindle.
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